**BICOMPACT 2023**
Bakrie International Conference on Communication, Management, Politics & Accounting

**Theme: “Advancing Sustainability: Strategic Approach for A Changing World”**

**CALL FOR PAPERS**

BICOMPACT 2023 is co-organized by Faculty of Economics and Social Science, Universitas Bakrie and Research Synergy Foundation. The virtual conference aims to encourage sustained new thinking and open up opportunities for innovative solutions to anticipate a rapidly changing world.

---

**Important Dates**

- **Abstract Submission Deadline:** 20 October 2023
- **Payment Confirmation Deadline:** 26 October 2023
- **1st Phase of Full Paper Collection Deadline:** 5 November 2023
- **Conference Date:** 15 November 2023
- **Full Paper Revision Deadline:** 22 November 2023

---

**Keynote Speakers:**

- **Mr. Taufan Eko Nugroho Rotorasiko**
  CEO PT Lativi Media Karya (tvOne), Indonesia

- **Prof. Lee Di Milia, Ph.D.**
  Central Queensland University, Australia

- **Wan Norbani Wan Noordin, Ph.D.**
  Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM), Malaysia

---

**Field of Study**

- Green Accounting
- Behavioral Accounting
- Financial Accounting
- Corporate Finance
- Marketing
- Operation Strategic
- Innovation and Entrepreneurship
- Human Resource
- Strategic and Analytic
- Governance and Public Policy
- International Relation
- Democracy and Political Dynamics
- Sustainable Corporate & Marketing Communication
- Media & Journalism
- Climate Change and Mitigations
- Social Media & Cultural Study
- Sustainable City Branding

**Conference Fee**

- **150 USD per paper**
- All the conference paper submission process will ONLY be done through "Scholarvein" Integrated and Easy Conference Management Operating System (CMOS).
- All the conference submission process will ONLY be done through "Scholarvein" Integrated and Easy Conference Management Operating System (CMOS). Kindly visit https://bicompact-ubakrie.com for detailed information.
- All PAPERS will get international exposure and scientific feedback from scholars around the globe during the conference.
- All interested parties are welcome to participate in this conference.
- Moreover, SCIENTIFIC OPPORTUNITY and PROJECT will be offered ONLY for participants who join in the conference.

**Publication Opportunity**

- All accepted ABSTRACTS will be published in conference proceeding e-book with ISBN.
- All eligible PAPERS have opportunity to be published in reputable international journal indexed by SCOPUS/ WOS/Copernicus/ DOAJ/ Google Scholar, etc. *Terms and Conditions applied (selected by Scientific Editorial and Reviewer Committee)
- Eligible and selected full paper will be submitted and published in F1000Research Platform – RSF Gateway >> https://f1000research.com/rsf . Once accepted, articles are published and subject to peer review; articles that pass peer review will be indexed in SCOPUS and other bibliographic indexers.
- Cogent OA Journals by Taylor & Francis Group (SCOPUS Q1, Q2 /WOS) >> https://www.tandfonline.com/openaccess/cogentoa
- Cogent Business & Management Cogent Economics & Finance Cogent Social Sciences
- International Journal of Management, Entrepreneurship, Social Science and Humanities (IJMESH)
- International Journal of Entrepreneurship, Business and Creative Economy (IJEBCE)
- Inclusive Society and Sustainability Studies (ISSUES)
- International Journal of Entrepreneurship and Sustainability Studies (IJEASS)
- Organization and Human Capital Development (ORCADEV)
- Applied Quantitative Analysis (AQA)
- Journal of Governance Risk Management Compliance and Sustainability (JGRCS)
- Journal of Social Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice (JSETP)
- International Journal of Marketing and Digital Creative (IJMADIC)
- Advanced Qualitative Research (AQR)
- People and Behavior Analysis
- Humanities, Society, and Community (HSC)

**Contact**

+62 811-227-479
+62 811-2331-733
info@ bicompact-ubakrie.com

---

**Supported by:**

[Logos of various supporting organizations]